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I. INTRODUCTION

The New Mexico Pueblos have always been unique among the native peoples of the Americas, particularly in the way that they relate to other sovereigns. Currently, three sovereigns, the United States, New Mexico, and the Pueblo governments, hold jurisdiction to varying extents and over various matters in Pueblo Indian country within the boundaries of the State of New Mexico. During the summers of 2001 and 2002, two separate incidents led to criminal charges against Pueblo Indians in northern New Mexico. The resulting criminal cases worked their way through state, federal, and tribal courts as each court considered which had jurisdiction over these matters. In the wake of the delayed prosecution caused by these jurisdictional deliberations, the alleged victims and others became dissatisfied with what appeared to be prosecution-free zones akin to the no-man’s land of New Mexico’s Old-West days. Eventually, the U.S. Congress stepped in to ensure that crimes committed anywhere in New Mexico would not go without prosecution. Nevertheless, the legislation passed in 2005 was not retroactive and therefore did not apply to the prosecution of these particular defendants. As a result, the New Mexico state judiciary had to decide if it had jurisdiction to try these two cases.

This Note examines the opinion of the New Mexico Supreme Court in State v. Romero, in which the court held that the state has no jurisdiction to prosecute crimes committed by Indians within the external boundaries of Pueblo land grants. Part II begins by providing a historical background of both the Pueblo land grants and the
legal issue of adjudicative jurisdiction in Indian country. Part III continues by tracing the facts and procedural history of *Romero*. Part IV examines the rationale of the New Mexico Supreme Court and discusses how it came to its conclusions. Part V analyzes the court’s rationale, focusing first on its application of the U.S. Supreme Court’s analysis in *Alaska v. Native Village of Venetie* and second on its analogy between Pueblos and reservations. Finally, Part VI discusses the implications of *Romero* with respect to civil jurisdiction in Pueblo Indian country, as well as how the *Romero* court has positioned its opinion with regard to state and federal recognition of inherent Pueblo sovereignty. Although the *Romero* court correctly decided the legal issue of whether the State of New Mexico may prosecute Pueblo members for alleged crimes committed within the exterior boundaries of Pueblo land grants, it leaves open possibilities that create more questions than answers for New Mexico practitioners in Pueblo Indian country.

II. BACKGROUND

To better appreciate the analysis and implications discussed below, it is necessary to understand the historical and legal background behind this controversy. First, this Note summarizes the history of Pueblo sovereignty and the Pueblo land grants. Subsequently, it examines the origin and evolution of the term of art “Indian country” as applicable to *Romero*. Finally, the reader is provided with an assessment of the jurisdictional status of Indian country, including an evaluation of inherent tribal sovereignty as a source of tribal jurisdiction. Because each of these topics is rich enough to provide material for a lifetime of scholarship, this Note presents only a thumbnail sketch to familiarize the reader with the historical and legal background relevant to this case.

A. Pueblo History and the Pueblo Land Grants

The history of the Pueblo people is a long one, as they are “an ancient people whose history goes back into the farthest reaches of time.” Archeological evidence shows that the ancestors of the Pueblo people occupied land that is now located within the borders of New Mexico and the other four-corners states as early as 10,000 B.C. Indeed, the *Romero* court noted that “Taos Pueblo was settled in approximately 1000 A.D.” and that “[o]ur government has previously recognized
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15. The New Mexico Supreme Court in *Romero* also found it necessary to present a paragraph on this historical and legal background. State v. Romero, 2006-NMSC-039, ¶ 4, 142 P.3d 887, 889, cert. denied, 127 S. Ct. 1494 (2007).
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that Pojoaque Pueblo has been inhabited since approximately 850–1100 A.D.”

Since the beginning of their existence, the Pueblos exercised inherent sovereignty over their land and people, which they have maintained to some extent throughout their history, despite the arrival of other sovereigns: Spain, Mexico, and the United States.

1. New Spain Comes to the Pueblos

The Rio Grande Pueblo people first encountered Europeans when the exploratory expedition of Francisco Vasquez de Coronado, commissioned in 1540, entered Pueblo country. Coronado set up a center of operations at Tiguex Pueblo near present-day Bernalillo, from which he explored the surrounding area and encountered other Pueblos. At that time, the estimated number of Pueblo settlements was between sixty and ninety-two. Not until 1598 did Spanish settlement of New Mexico begin with the entrance of colonists under the organization and leadership of Don Juan de Oñate. Decades of mistreatment and abuse at the hands of Spanish colonists and missionaries resulted in the Pueblo Revolt of 1680.

The Spanish governor at the time of the Pueblo Revolt of 1680 was Antonio de Otermin. The year after the Pueblos expelled the Spanish from New Mexico, Otermin traveled through Pueblo lands on an unsuccessful mission to investigate the causes of the revolt and the identities of the organizers. The next Spanish Governor, Pedro Reneros de Posada, engaged in a comparable mission seven years later and, like Otermin, was unsuccessful. The next year, yet another governor engaged in an expedition through Pueblo lands and, upon returning to El Paso, made grants of land to the Pueblos. A Zia Pueblo man, Bartolomé de Ojeda, served as a witness to “[t]his strange spectacle, of ‘conquerors’ who had been evicted making
gifts of parcels of land belonging to their victims." Nevertheless, it is to these grants that "all claimants to private lands in [New Mexico]...trace their titles to the original owner, the [Spanish] Crown." Indeed, "[t]he rights of conquest, the law of nations, and even the Pope...agreed that the land of New Mexico belonged to [Spanish monarchs] Ferdinand and Isabella by virtue of their underwriting Columbus's voyages of discovery." An often-overlooked aspect of New Mexico's legal history during this period is the effort "on the part of the officials of the Spanish government, not only to control the relationship of Spaniard and Indian, but to provide legal protection for the latter." The Spanish governors of New Mexico appointed an official entitled El Protactor de Indios, who was charged with representing the Pueblos in any litigation before Spanish tribunals or officials. In addition, the Spanish colonial legal system provided protection for the property rights of the Pueblos, as evidenced by a royal cédula published in 1687 that describes an ordinance issued in 1567 ordering: "[E]ach of the Indian Pueblos as might need land upon which to live and sow, should have given to them five hundred varas, and more should it be necessary; and that from that time forward there should not be granted to anyone lands or grounds unless they should be located a thousand varas, cloth or silk measure, away from and separate from the pueblos and houses of the Indians..." This royal cédula eventually became the basis of the New Mexico governors' authority to make land grants to the Pueblos. Although the cédula later speaks of granting land measured up to six hundred varas to the north, south, east, and west of the Pueblo center, "constant revision of both the law and general practice increased the size of the pueblo lands to a league, 5,000 varas, in each direction."
As a result, the accepted size of the Pueblo land grants became standardized during the Spanish period to a measurement of four square leagues, which is equivalent to 17,712 acres.\textsuperscript{42}

An important component of the legal protections extended by the Spanish government to the Pueblos consisted of measures to protect their property from fraudulent dispositions and encroachment.\textsuperscript{43} Because the Spanish crown viewed Indians as both wards and vassals, "[a]s vassals they could own real property; but the crown tried to protect them, as its official wards, from disposing of it."\textsuperscript{44} The Spanish dictated narrow means through which Pueblos and Pueblo members could sell their lands to colonists, requiring a public auction that could only take place after notice was given and thirty days had passed.\textsuperscript{45} Another legal mechanism prohibited non-Indians from encroaching on Pueblo lands by requiring a corridor of isolation around the Pueblo land grants within which non-Indians could not graze livestock or engage in agriculture.\textsuperscript{46} The problem with this geographic system was that some of the Pueblos, such as Pojoaque and Nambé, were located so closely together that the four leagues of one Pueblo overlapped with those of a neighboring Pueblo.\textsuperscript{47} On the other hand, more isolated Pueblos, such as Taos, "had sufficient vacant space between Pueblos to fully enforce government-imposed restrictions on the proximity of new grants from the Crown's public domain."\textsuperscript{48} Despite these protective measures, Pueblo lands were sold and encroached upon, resulting in litigation that was resolved inconsistently by Spanish authorities.\textsuperscript{49} As unpredictable as Spanish resolutions of land disputes had become, the Pueblos were only beginning their battles to protect their lands.

2. The Mexican Republic and the Pueblos

Although Mexican governance of New Mexico lasted only twenty-five years, from 1821 to 1846, its impact on the Pueblo people was profound.\textsuperscript{50} The newly independent Mexican government implemented the Plan de Ayala, which did away with distinctions based on race and created one class of citizenship for all Mexican subjects.\textsuperscript{51} The Plan had many important effects on the Pueblo people:

Church books, census records, and tax rolls no longer designated entries by Indian and non-Indian status. All now belonged to what one New Mexico official called \textit{la gran familia mejicana}, in which no distinctions were supposedly allowed....Pueblos operated their own municipal governments, paid...
taxes, and served in the militia along with non-Indians. The Pueblos were full citizens for the first time.52

Unfortunately, this citizenship came with a price: the loss of land through sales to non-Indians. Unlike under Spanish rule, with its protections of Indian land against non-Indian acquisition and encroachment, Mexican rule offered no special protections to the Pueblo people.53 As a result, “the number of real property transfers from Pueblo Indians to non-Indians increased markedly during the period of Mexican rule.”54 Notably, by the end of the Mexican period there were more non-Indians than Indians living within the Pueblo land grants of Pojoaque, Tesuque, Nambé, and San Ildefonso.55 Although the Pueblos maintained their one-league corridors of isolation surrounding their land grants, “no Pueblo challenged the presence of the large number of non-Indians living within its borders...who claimed a right to be inside the Pueblo boundaries by virtue of a common source—the Pueblo grants now conveyed in part to them.”56 Due to the increasing encroachment on Pueblo lands and the significant changes in the legal status of Pueblo people, the legacy of the Mexican period would have unexpected implications on Pueblo land grants under a new sovereign: the United States.57

3. United States Occupation and the Territorial Period

When the United States took possession of the Territory of New Mexico in 1846, it inherited a muddled set of claims and complaints concerning the ownership of property within the Pueblo land grants.58 Much of this confusion was fueled by various interpretations of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo,59 which ended the war between the United States and Mexico in 1848.60 This treaty provided that Mexican citizens living within the borders of the newly ceded lands could either choose to retain their Mexican citizenship or be considered to have elected to become U.S. citizens by default.61 In any event, the United States would honor the existing property rights of New Mexicans.62 Because Mexican law had considered the Pueblo people as full citizens entitled to no more or less than any other citizen, unlike the Spanish legal notion of the Pueblo people as wards/vassals, the United States was faced with a question concerning whether it would consider the Pueblo people as citizens rather than wards.63

52. Hall, supra note 34, at 86. Mexican Governor of New Mexico Facundo Melgares instructed that Pueblo Indians were to be considered equal citizens with Hispanos, particularly concerning their right to vote and hold public office. See Weber, supra note 50, at 17.
53. Hall, supra note 34, at 86.
54. Id. at 87.
55. Id. at 91.
56. Id. at 91-92.
57. See infra notes 58–95 and accompanying text.
58. See Hall, supra note 34, at 91–92; Brayer, supra note 36, at 20–21.
60. Id.; Brayer, supra note 36, at 20–21.
62. Id.
63. Hall, supra note 41, at 69.
Recognizing Indian people as full citizens was at odds with federal Indian law and U.S. policy toward Indians at the time. Such policy viewed native people as wards to be relocated and supervised as the federal government saw fit. As early as 1831, the U.S. Supreme Court recognized that the federal government had an obligation to safeguard the welfare of tribes. This relationship between the tribes and the federal government was characterized as "that of a ward to his guardian."" In contrast to its previous paternalistic relations with other tribes, the Pueblos challenged the United States with "an Indian problem for which it had no precedents" because the Pueblo people were "a sedentary people with permanent villages, and with large areas of land" that they held in fee simple. A glaring question emerged from this problem: what form would the protection provided by the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo take? If the treaty was self-executing, then the United States would face many difficulties in discerning privately held land from public lands, particularly in light of the contested nature of land claims described above. To avoid these complications, the United States deemed that it held all of the formerly Mexican lands as a sovereign power. The new sovereign then established a process for claimants to assert their property rights. Pueblo people were quick to point out that their property rights had been vested in fee simple since the time of the grants from the Spanish crown. In 1858, the U.S. Congress confirmed and patented the Pueblo land grants. Nevertheless, non-Indian encroachment on Pueblo lands continued, and although New Mexico Territorial Governor James S. Calhoun communicated the Pueblos' land grant problems to Washington D.C., the federal government did little to address his concerns.

The territorial and federal courts affirmatively addressed, however, the question of the legal status of the Pueblo Indians and their lands. In an 1869 case, United States v. Lucero, the New Mexico Territorial Supreme Court addressed the legal

64. BRAYER, supra note 36, at 20.
65. Cherokee Nation v. Georgia, 30 U.S. (5 Pet.) 1, 16-17 (1831); see also infra note 180 and accompanying text.
68. "[T]reaties are self-executing under the Supremacy Clause of the U.S. Constitution (art. VI, § 2) if textually capable of judicial enforcement and intended to be enforced in that manner." BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY, supra note 38, at 1391.
69. See HALL, supra note 41, at 70.
70. See supra notes 32-69.
71. See HALL, supra note 41, at 70.
72. Id.
73. Id. at 71. In fact, "General Kearney had been in Santa Fe for less than two days when a delegation of Pueblo Indians met with him and demanded that the [United States] government do something to restore the lands stolen from them by Spanish and Mexican settlers." Id.
75. HALL, supra note 41, at 73.
question of whether the Trade and Intercourse Act of 1834, which prohibited U.S. citizens from encroaching on tribal lands, applied to the Pueblos. In a racially charged opinion that revealed the institutional prejudice of the United States against Native Americans at the time, the court held that the Act did not apply to the Pueblos because the Pueblo people were not "a wild, savage, and barbarous race," but instead, they were citizens of the United States due to the operation of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo. This holding implied that the Pueblo people were not entitled to the trusteeship that the United States provided other tribes. Ten years later, the U.S. Supreme Court decided the case of United States v. Joseph, echoing the Lucero court's holding that the 1834 Act did not apply to the Pueblos. Although the U.S. Supreme Court acknowledged that the Pueblos "hold their lands by a right superior to that of the United States....[dating] back to grants made by the government of Spain," this acknowledgement did little to prevent the loss of Pueblo lands due to encroachment by non-Indians. As a result of the Lucero and Joseph decisions, the Pueblos were left without governmental protection of their lands and with little respect for their inherent tribal sovereignty. This situation would continue into the early twentieth century.

4. New Mexico Statehood

It was not until the New Mexico Territory achieved statehood in the early twentieth century that the alienation of Pueblo lands received serious reconsideration from the Federal government. The U.S. Congress passed the Enabling Act for New Mexico, which stated that "all lands...owned or held by any Indian or Indian tribes...acquired through or from the United States or any prior sovereignty...shall be and remain subject to the disposition and under the absolute jurisdiction and control of the Congress." Shortly thereafter, the U.S. Supreme Court decided the

77. Act of June 30, 1834, ch. 161, § 1, 4 Stat. 729; see also infra note 102 and accompanying text.
78. Lucero, 1 N.M. at 427.
79. Id. at 425. Notwithstanding this statement, the citizenship of Pueblo people was illusory, and they did not acquire "the primary right of citizenship," i.e., the right to vote, until 1948. See Sando, supra note 1, at 90–91.
80. 94 U.S. 614 (1876).
81. Id. at 617. The U.S. Supreme Court refrained from going as far as the New Mexico Supreme Court in Lucero and did not declare the Pueblo people to be United States citizens; instead the Court limited itself to "decide nothing beyond what is necessary to the judgment we are to render, [and left] that question until it shall be made in some case where the rights of citizenship are necessarily involved." Id. at 618.
82. Id.
83. See Hall, supra note 41, at 138. For an engaging account of the preceding events and the aftermath of the Joseph decision, see id. at 128–38.
84. See Sando, supra note 1, at 88–90.
86. Id. § 2. This provision was later adopted into the New Mexico Constitution as follows:
   The people inhabiting this state do agree and declare that they forever disclaim all right and title to the unappropriated and ungranted public lands lying within the boundaries thereof, and to all lands lying within said boundaries owned or held by any Indian or Indian tribes, the right or title to which shall have been acquired through the United States, or any prior sovereignty; and that until the title of such Indian or Indian tribes shall have been extinguished the same shall be and remain subject to the disposition and under the absolute jurisdiction and control of the congress of the United States....

N.M. Const. art. XXI, § 2.
PUEBLO LAND GRANTS

case of United States v. Sandoval,87 in which it held that the Pueblos fell under federal superintendence,88 departing from the Court’s previous decision in Joseph.89 The implication of this case was that the Pueblos, like other tribes, could not alienate their land without federal approval.90 The unanswered question, however, concerned what should happen to the disputed lands held by non-Indians within the Pueblo land grant boundaries.91

The U.S. Congress answered that question by passing the Pueblo Lands Act in 1924.92 The Act created the Pueblo Lands Board, composed of executive appointees, which examined all property claims within the Pueblo land grants.93 The attorney general then brought actions to quiet title in federal district court to resolve claims in which the Pueblo Lands Board found no extinguishment of Pueblo title.94 Through this process the Pueblo land grants were finally adjudicated in terms of title,95 but the jurisdictional complications that resulted were only beginning.

B. A Brief Legal History of Indian Country

Before examining the modern legal configuration of jurisdiction in Indian country, which is based largely on federal statutes and subsequent judicial interpretations,96 a brief examination of the history of the term of art “Indian country” serves to illuminate this Note’s subsequent analysis of State v. Romero and its implications. Terms such as “Indian country” have never had “a single, all-purpose federal definition that [has] operated consistently across time....Nevertheless, these terms have served to delineate jurisdictional authority, legal responsibilities, and property rights through much of federal Indian law.”97

1. Origins and Development of “Indian Country” Before 1948

The term “Indian country” in America dates back to 1763, when King George of England issued a royal proclamation to create a border between Indian land and land

87. 231 U.S. 28 (1913).
88. Id. at 48-49.
89. United States v. Joseph, 94 U.S. 614 (1876). Sandoval did not involve a dispute over title to land within the Pueblo grants, but instead dealt with the status of the Pueblos for determination of the legal question of whether Congress could regulate the importation of intoxicating liquors onto Pueblo lands. Sandoval, 231 U.S. at 36–38. The Joseph decision was more explicitly overturned by United States v. Candelaria, a case involving a quiet title action on Pueblo land, in which the Court decided that “[t]he Indians of the [P]ueblo are wards of the United States, and hold their lands subject to the restriction that the same cannot be alienated in any wise without its consent.” 271 U.S. 432, 443 (1926).
90. BRAYER, supra note 36, at 25.
91. See id.; SANDO, supra note 1, at 114.
93. See id. § 2; BRAYER, supra note 36, at 28.
94. BRAYER, supra note 36, at 28.
95. Id. The fallout of the Pueblo Lands Act did not favor the Pueblos, as is evidenced by lost Pueblo property rights and charges of neglect of duty and misconduct against Pueblo Lands Board commissioners. See SANDO, supra note 1, at 114.
97. COHEN ET AL., supra note 26, § 3.01, at 134 (citation omitted).
belonging to the British colonists. This frontier, set out for the maintenance of peace and the protection of the colonists, stemmed from the recognition of “the reality that areas beyond this border, though claimed by Britain, were effectively beyond its control,” and were instead under the control of Indian sovereigns.

Within decades of the American Revolution, the U.S. Congress passed the first statutory definition of Indian country, contained in the Indian Intercourse Act of 1796, which was similar to the 1793 Proclamation and stated that all lands beyond the western frontier were Indian country. Subsequently, Congress passed the Trade and Intercourse Act of 1834, which moved the frontier of Indian Country further west and regulated the conduct of individuals in Indian country.

Federal Indian policy changed in the mid-nineteenth century—Indians were removed, often forcibly, onto reservations and granted individual allotments of land in an effort to achieve assimilation. These policies rendered the definition of Indian country unworkable, and in 1874 the Indian country definition was deleted from the revised statutes, leaving courts to arbitrate the meaning of the term.

The most important case during this period, Bates v. Clark, dealt with the issue of the Indian country status of lands ceded by Indians under the 1834 Act. In Bates, the U.S. Supreme Court held that all the country described by the act of 1834 as Indian country remains Indian country so long as the Indians retain their original title to the soil, and ceases to be Indian country whenever they lose that title, in the absence of any different provision by treaty or by act of Congress.

As applied to the Pueblos, this holding was clarified by the Court in United States v. Sandoval, which affirmed that Indian country can exist within the boundaries of a state and found that the Pueblo lands in New Mexico are Indian country based upon the Pueblos’ status as “dependent Indian communities.” A subsequent case, United States v. McGowan, further interpreted the term “dependent Indian community” as applied to lands that, unlike the lands in Sandoval, were not held in fee simple by the tribe. Instead, at issue in McGowan were lands in the state of Nevada that were bought by the federal government to be held in trust for a tribe for

98. Joseph D. Matal, A Revisionist History of Indian Country, 14 ALASKA L. REV. 283, 289 (1997). Matal interprets Indian country history in a way that is at odds with several prominent Indian law scholars; however, this is not true concerning his analysis of the intent and content of the 1763 Proclamation. Id. at 290.
99. Id. at 209.
100. Indian Intercourse Act, Act of May 19, 1796, ch. 30, 1 Stat. 469; see also COHEN ET AL., supra note 26, § 3.04[2][b], at 180.
103. See COHEN ET AL., supra note 26, § 3.04[2][b], at 185.
104. See id.
105. See id.
106. 95 U.S. 204 (1877).
107. Id. at 209.
108. 231 U.S. 28 (1913); see COHEN ET AL., supra note 26, § 3.04[2][b], at 187–88 (describing the development of Sandoval and other cases as the origins of the modern Indian country statute).
110. 302 U.S. 535 (1938).
111. Id.
the purposes of the tribe establishing a "colony."

The Court held that the colony in question was Indian country, as it was set aside for the use of Indians. The slow incremental adjudication and definition of Indian country by the courts would not go unnoticed by the U.S. Congress, which soon legislated yet another definition of Indian country.

2. Indian Country Statute

In 1948, Congress enacted the Indian Country Statute to "consolidate numerous conflicting and inconsistent provisions of law into a concise statement of the applicable law." The statute set out three categories of Indian country: (a) land located within reservations, (b) dependent Indian communities, and (c) Indian allotments with Indian title.

With regard to reservation lands, prior to the passage of the Indian Country Statute, any non-Indian fee lands within reservations were not considered Indian country because Indian country status was tied to Indian title. The first subsection of the Indian Country Statute changed the status of non-Indian-held lands within reservations. It provided that Indian country included "all land within the limits of any Indian reservation under the jurisdiction of the United States Government, notwithstanding the issuance of any patent, and, including rights-of-way running through the reservation." The Court in Seymour v. Superintendent affirmed the constitutionality of that subsection and pronounced the federal policy against creating checkerboard jurisdiction.

Congress codified the holdings of Sandoval and McGowan into section 1151(b), which states that Indian country shall include "all dependent Indian communities within the borders of the United States whether within the original or subsequently acquired territory thereof, and whether within or without the limits of a state." In Alaska v. Native Village of Venetie, the Court interpreted section 1151(b) as establishing a two-prong test for whether the land in question is a dependent Indian community, and thus Indian country. This test requires that (1) the land be set aside for the use of Indians and (2) the federal government have superintendence of the land. The Court noted that these two prongs are rooted in the text "dependent Indian community" found in section 1151(b).

\[\text{References:}\]

112. Id. at 538-39.
113. Id. at 539.
114. See infra Part II.B.2.
116. Id. § 1151 (2000) (Historical and Revision Notes).
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120. 368 U.S. 351, 358 (1962).
121. See supra notes 108-113 and accompanying text.
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C. Jurisdictional Milieu of Pueblo Indian Country

The previous discussion of the origins and evolution of Indian country\(^\text{127}\) refers little to the current jurisdictional status of Indian country, yet such an understanding is essential to fully appreciate the New Mexico Supreme Court’s holding in State v. Romero. To provide context for such an understanding, this Note continues by summarizing the legal regimes governing criminal\(^\text{128}\) and civil\(^\text{129}\) jurisdiction in Indian country, followed by a brief analysis of the legal discourse surrounding inherent tribal sovereignty as a source of tribal jurisdiction.\(^\text{130}\)

1. Criminal Jurisdiction in Pueblo Indian Country

The legal regime governing criminal jurisdiction in Indian country consists primarily of congressional legislation and federal case law that parcels out the criminal jurisdiction of Indian country among three types of sovereigns: the federal government, state government, and tribal government.\(^\text{131}\)

Three primary statutes set out the extent of federal jurisdiction over crimes involving Indians and Indian country. First, the Indian Country Statute\(^\text{132}\) requires an examination of the land status of the location of the alleged crime. Second, the General Crimes Act,\(^\text{133}\) also referred to as the Indian Country Crimes Act, states that “the general laws of the United States as to the punishment of offenses committed in any place within the sole and exclusive jurisdiction of the United States...shall extend to the Indian country.”\(^\text{134}\) The General Crimes Act does not, however, allow federal courts to exercise criminal jurisdiction over “offenses committed by one Indian against the person or property of another Indian, nor to any Indian...who has been punished by the local law of the tribe.”\(^\text{135}\) The General Crimes Act grants federal courts exclusive jurisdiction over crimes committed in Indian country by non-Indians against Indians.\(^\text{136}\) Third, the Major Crimes Act\(^\text{137}\) applies only to Indian defendants charged with committing certain enumerated felonies in Indian country, placing such defendants under the exclusive jurisdiction of the federal courts.\(^\text{138}\)

States generally “lack jurisdiction in Indian country absent a special grant of jurisdiction.”\(^\text{139}\) Although Congress has granted some states criminal jurisdiction over Indian country for certain matters pursuant to Public Law 280, New Mexico is not one of the states that received such a jurisdictional grant.\(^\text{140}\) Nevertheless, all

\(^{127}\) See supra Part II.B.
\(^{128}\) See infra Part II.C.1.
\(^{129}\) See infra Part II.C.2.
\(^{130}\) See infra Part II.C.3.
\(^{131}\) See COHEN ET AL., supra note 26, ch. 9, at 731-71.
\(^{132}\) 18 U.S.C. § 1151 (2000); see also supra Part II.B.2.
\(^{134}\) Id. Importantly, the Assimilative Crimes Act provides that, in the absence of any substantive federal criminal statute governing the offense in question, the substantive criminal law of the state in which the offense allegedly occurred shall be applied by the federal courts. Id. § 13.
\(^{135}\) Id. § 1152.
\(^{136}\) Id.
\(^{137}\) Id. § 1153.
\(^{138}\) Id.
\(^{139}\) COHEN ET AL., supra note 26, § 9.03[1], at 754.
states reserve jurisdiction over Indian country crimes committed by non-Indians against non-Indians.141

Tribal courts retain jurisdiction over Indian country crimes not precluded by exclusive federal jurisdiction.142 For instance, tribal courts have jurisdiction over Indians charged with Indian country crimes not enumerated in the Major Crimes Act but are precluded from exercising jurisdiction over crimes enumerated in the Act.143 In addition, tribal courts have concurrent jurisdiction with federal courts over non-enumerated crimes committed by Indians in Indian country, regardless of whether the offenses are against Indians or Non-Indians.144 Finally, the U.S. Supreme Court established in Oliphant v. Suquamish Indian Tribe145 that tribes have no criminal jurisdiction over non-Indians accused of crimes in Indian country.

2. Civil Jurisdiction in Pueblo Indian Country

Unlike tribal criminal jurisdiction, which has been significantly curtailed by Congress and courts, tribal civil jurisdiction in Indian country is “more broad and is subject to fewer of the federal limitations imposed on tribal courts’ criminal jurisdiction.”146 As such, this Note will present a summary of civil jurisdiction in Indian country147 by beginning with the tribal courts and then addressing state and federal courts in turn.

Tribal courts have exclusive jurisdiction over civil matters concerning an Indian plaintiff and an Indian defendant, and Congress has not limited this jurisdiction, which is “first and foremost a matter of internal tribal law.”148 Tribal court jurisdiction over non-Indians in civil matters, however, is not so clear-cut. The U.S. Supreme Court held that the tribes’ adjudicatory jurisdiction over non-Indians can extend no further than their ability to regulate non-Indians.149 Civil litigation involving non-Indians that arises on non-Indian fee land in Indian country presents more complications.150 In Montana v. United States,151 the Supreme Court held that

(2000)). Initially, Public Law 280 granted jurisdiction to the states of Alaska, California, Minnesota, Nebraska, Oregon, and Wisconsin. Id. Subsequently, Arizona, Florida, Idaho, Iowa, Montana, Nevada, North Dakota, Utah, and Washington have acquired criminal jurisdiction in Indian country by state constitutional amendment or statute pursuant to Public Law 280. COHEN ET AL., supra note 26, § 6.04[3][a], at 544 & nn.305–08.

141. United States v. Mcbratney, 104 U.S. 621, 624 (1882); see also COHEN ET AL., supra note 26, § 9.03[1], at 754–55.


144. See id. § 1152 (2000); id. § 1153.
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tribes generally lack civil adjudicatory jurisdiction over non-Indians with two specific exceptions: (1) when non-Indians "enter consensual relationships with the tribe or its members" or (2) when conduct by non-Indians "threatens or has some direct effect on the political integrity, the economic security, or the health or welfare of the tribe." However, subsequent U.S. Supreme Court decisions have narrowed the scope of the Montana exceptions. In *Strate v. A-1 Contractors*, the Court held that the tribe lacked civil jurisdiction over a personal injury claim brought by a non-Indian against another non-Indian for damages stemming from a highway accident on land within reservation boundaries. Four years later, in *Nevada v. Hicks*, the Court held that a tribe lacked jurisdiction to adjudicate a civil action brought by a tribal member against a state game warden for alleged property damage. In *Hicks*, the Court extended the general rule of Montana, precluding tribal civil jurisdiction over non-Indians, to include claims arising on Indian-owned land. As a result, these cases continued the federal judiciary's recent trend of curtailing tribal jurisdiction over non-Indians.

Although state courts have jurisdiction over civil suits involving Indians that arise outside of Indian country, state jurisdiction in Indian country is more limited. In *Williams v. Lee*, the Supreme Court held that states lack civil jurisdiction over tribal members in suits arising in Indian country because "the exercise of state jurisdiction here would undermine the authority of tribal courts over reservation affairs and hence would infringe on the right of the Indians to govern themselves." This "infringement" test from Williams has become the standard for determining whether a state exercise of adjudicatory civil jurisdiction is permissible.

The U.S. Constitution and federal laws grant federal courts limited civil jurisdiction, both within and outside of Indian country. The two primary areas of federal jurisdiction involve federal questions and diversity actions. Federal question jurisdiction includes claims that arise from and require the interpretation of the Constitution, federal statutes, treaties, or federal common law. As a result, any suit arising in Indian country that involves the Constitution, federal statutes, treaties, or federal common law could invoke federal jurisdiction. Diversity jurisdiction requires that the parties be citizens of different states or nations and that the amount in controversy exceed $75,000. As of 1924, Indians became citizens
of the United States, but federal courts have held that Indians are not state citizens for purposes of federal diversity jurisdiction. In addition, federal courts often defer to tribal jurisdiction in recognition of possible interference with tribal governments’ control over their own dealings. Although federal courts can review tribal determinations of jurisdiction, the federal courts should generally defer to the tribal courts, out of respect for tribal sovereignty, until tribal remedies are exhausted.

3. Inherent Tribal Sovereignty as a Source of Jurisdiction

Tribal jurisdiction is rooted in the inherent sovereignty that tribes possess and have possessed since time immemorial. Nevertheless, the extent of tribal jurisdiction in Indian country has been litigated and legislated extensively, creating a wide body of law that is largely incoherent. Early U.S. Supreme Court cases limited the extent of tribes’ inherent sovereignty, beginning with Johnson v. M’Intosh, in which the Court held that that the United States acquired absolute title to its lands in America by virtue of discovery and conquest. In contrast, “the Indian inhabitants are to be considered merely as occupants, to be protected, indeed, while in peace, in the possession of their lands, but to be deemed incapable of transferring the absolute title to others.” In Cherokee Nation v. Georgia, the Court held that tribes are to be treated as “domestic dependent nations,” distinct from states and foreign sovereigns. The Court analogized the domestic dependent status of tribes as one of wardship under the protection and supervision of the United States, setting the legal foundation for the trust relationship between the United States and Indian tribes.

Although Johnson v. M’Intosh and Cherokee Nation v. Georgia severely curtailed the sovereign powers of tribes, other early U.S. Supreme Court cases affirmed the tribes’ inherent sovereignty. A year after Cherokee Nation v. Georgia, in Worcester v. Georgia, the Court acknowledged that the tribes are sovereign powers, “retaining their original natural rights, as the undisputed possessors of the soil, from time immemorial.” Further, the Court limited the extent to which states may...
regulate tribes, noting that the federal government maintains "exclusive regulation of intercourse with the Indians; and, so long as this power shall be exercised, it cannot be obstructed by the state."\textsuperscript{183} Subsequently, in \textit{Talton v. Mayes},\textsuperscript{184} the Court held that because the tribes' inherent sovereignty predated the Constitution, tribal courts are not bound by due process requirements of the Fifth Amendment.\textsuperscript{185}

Developing within the parameters established by these early U.S. Supreme Court cases, the legal doctrine surrounding inherent tribal sovereignty continues to evolve in modern times. In 1990, the U.S. Supreme Court held in \textit{Duro v. Reina}\textsuperscript{186} that non-member Indians do not fall under the criminal jurisdiction of tribal courts.\textsuperscript{187} This holding had a severe impact on the ability of tribes to govern themselves due to the large number of non-member Indians that live in lands subject to tribal jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{188} In response to this ruling, Congress passed the "Duro-fix" by amending the definitions section of the Indian Civil Rights Act (ICRA)\textsuperscript{189} to read, in part:

\begin{quote}
(2) "powers of self-government" means and includes all governmental powers possessed by an Indian tribe, executive, legislative, and judicial, and all offices, bodies, and tribunals by and through which they are executed, including courts of Indian offenses; and means the inherent power of Indian tribes, hereby recognized and affirmed, to exercise criminal jurisdiction over all Indians.[.]\textsuperscript{190}
\end{quote}

Congress enacted the \textit{Duro-fix} by amending the ICRA, rather than by enacting a new substantive law, at the end of a debate over the distinction between congressional delegation of federal judicial power to the tribes on one hand, and recognition of inherent tribal sovereignty on the other.\textsuperscript{191} As evidenced by the language of the \textit{Duro-fix}, Congress confirmed that tribes may exercise criminal jurisdiction over non-member Indians in Indian country by virtue of their pre-existing sovereign powers.\textsuperscript{192}

A few years later, in \textit{United States v. Lara},\textsuperscript{193} the U.S. Supreme Court examined the legitimacy of Congress's undertaking in the \textit{Duro-fix}. A five-justice majority of the Court upheld the validity of the \textit{Duro-fix} as a constitutional exercise of congressional power to adjust the status of dependent sovereign tribes.\textsuperscript{194} Furthermore, the \textit{Lara} majority upheld the congressional affirmation that the source of tribal

\textsuperscript{183} Id. at 594.
\textsuperscript{184} 163 U.S. 376 (1896).
\textsuperscript{185} Id. at 384. Concern regarding a lack of due process and equal protection in tribal courts led to the passage of the Indian Civil Rights Act (ICRA) in 1968. 25 U.S.C. §§ 1301-03 (2000).
\textsuperscript{186} 495 U.S. 676 (1990).
\textsuperscript{187} Id. at 682 (citing Oliphant v. Suquamish Indian Tribe, 435 U.S. 191 (1978)).
\textsuperscript{189} 25 U.S.C. §§ 1301-03.
\textsuperscript{190} Id. § 1301.
\textsuperscript{191} See Jessup Newton, supra note 188, at 110–17 (describing the legislative history of the \textit{Duro-fix}).
\textsuperscript{192} See id.
\textsuperscript{193} 541 U.S. 193 (2004).
\textsuperscript{194} Id. at 200.
jurisdiction over non-member Indians was their inherent sovereignty. Nonetheless, the narrow majority and differences of opinion of the justices in *Lara* highlight the fact that this remains a volatile area of law.

### III. STATEMENT OF THE CASE

Having explored the legal history of the Pueblos, the term of art “Indian country,” and the contours of adjudicatory jurisdiction within Indian country, this Note turns to a discussion of the facts and procedural history that led to the New Mexico Supreme Court’s decision in *State v. Romero*.

#### A. Facts

On June 19, 2001, a Taos County grand jury indicted Del E. Romero, an enrolled Taos Pueblo member, for aggravated battery against another enrolled Taos Pueblo member. Mr. Romero moved to dismiss the charge for lack of jurisdiction, asserting that the alleged criminal acts occurred within the exterior boundaries of Taos Pueblo. The State of New Mexico argued that the incident occurred outside the exterior boundaries of Taos Pueblo on privately owned fee land located within the boundaries of the Town of Taos. The parties eventually stipulated that the incident occurred at the Pueblo Alegre Mall, which is located on private property within the Town of Taos and within the exterior boundaries of Taos Pueblo Land Grant. The district court dismissed the charges, concluding that the state did not have jurisdiction to prosecute.

More than a year later, on August 29, 2002, Matthew A. Gutierrez, an enrolled member of Pojoaque Pueblo, was arraigned in Pojoaque Tribal Court for assault, battery, carrying a concealed weapon, criminal negligence, and disorderly conduct. The alleged victims were non-Indians and the alleged crime occurred on non-Indian fee land located within the exterior boundaries of Pojoaque Pueblo. After tribal prosecution began, the State indicted Mr. Gutierrez for the same incident on charges of aggravated battery with a deadly weapon, child abuse, and battery against a household member. On October 7, 2002, the Chief Judge of Pojoaque Pueblo announced a “Memorandum Opinion and Declaratory Judgment” holding...
that the Pojoaque Tribal Court had jurisdiction. Mr. Gutierrez then moved to dismiss the state indictment, arguing that the state court lacked jurisdiction. As with Mr. Romero, the district court dismissed the case due to lack of jurisdiction.

B. New Mexico Court of Appeals

In both cases, the New Mexico Court of Appeals reversed the district court decisions, holding that the state courts had jurisdiction over the matters in controversy. The court of appeals held that the State had jurisdiction to prosecute Romero because the site of the incident was not classified as Indian country. The court of appeals focused its analysis on whether the “extinguishment of the Pueblo title to the lands underlying the town of Taos pursuant to the PLA [Pueblo Lands Act] permanently change[d] the jurisdictional status of this land[].” The court concluded “that in enacting the PLA, Congress clearly understood that it was altering the jurisdictional status of those lands as to which title was quieted in favor of a non-Indian, and that unless Congress subsequently acted to restore the Indian country status of these lands they remain outside Indian country.” Similarly, with respect to the Gutierrez case, the court of appeals reversed the district court and remanded the case for further proceedings.

C. New Mexico Supreme Court

The New Mexico Supreme Court granted writs of certiorari for each case and consolidated them “to determine whether the State has jurisdiction to prosecute alleged crimes committed by Defendant Indians on private fee land within the exterior boundaries of Defendants’ respective pueblos.” The court noted that, “[i]f the land in question is Indian country, the State prosecution must be dismissed.” Justice Serna, writing for the court, held that the lands in question “within the exterior boundaries of both Taos and Pojoaque Pueblos are Indian country within the meaning of § 1151(b) and Congress has not extinguished Indian country status.” Therefore, the State lacked jurisdiction to prosecute either defendant for incidents that happened on those lands. As a result, the New Mexico Supreme Court reversed the decisions of the court of appeals.
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IV. RATIONALE OF THE NEW MEXICO SUPREME COURT

The court confronted two main issues in Romero. First, the court analyzed whether the land where the alleged crimes occurred should be considered Indian country. Second, the court examined whether the federal government had extinguished Indian country status of the lands in question. The court applied a de novo standard of review to the question of whether the state possessed jurisdiction to prosecute Pueblo members for alleged crimes occurring within the exterior boundaries of the Pueblos, but accepted the district court's findings of fact as supported by substantial evidence. Throughout the opinion, the court applied the canon of construction requiring that "any ambiguity in [federal statutes] is to be resolved in favor of the Defendant Indians.

A. Indian Country Status of Pueblo Land Grants

The court began its analysis of the Indian country status of the lands in question by citing Congress's codification of the definition of Indian country in the U.S. Code. Both of the defendants and the State agreed that section 1151(c), discussing Indian allotments, was not applicable to the case of either defendant in the consolidated matter. Both defendants argued that the definition of Indian country outlined in section 1151(b) as part of a "dependent Indian communit[y]" encompassed the parcels of land in question. Mr. Romero alone contended that the land in question was Indian country under section 1151(a), arguing that a pueblo is a reservation. The court addressed these arguments in turn.

1. Pueblos Are Dependent Indian Communities

In concluding that Pueblos are dependent Indian communities as used in section 1151(b), the court looked first to the U.S. Supreme Court case of United States v. Sandoval. In Sandoval, the Court recognized that, "any ambiguity in [federal statutes] is to be resolved in favor of the Defendant Indians."

---
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223. Id. ¶ 8, 142 P.3d at 890 (citing Montana v. Blackfeet Tribe of Indians, 471 U.S. 759, 766 (1985)). In Montana, the U.S. Supreme Court stated that "statutes are to be construed liberally in favor of the Indians, with ambiguous provisions interpreted to their benefit." Montana, 471 U.S. at 766.
224. Romero, 2006-NMSC-039, ¶ 7, 142 P.3d at 890. The New Mexico Supreme Court quoted this section verbatim:

"Except as otherwise provided in sections 1154 and 1156 of this title, the term "Indian country," as used in this chapter..., means (a) all land within the limits of any Indian reservation under the jurisdiction of the United States Government, notwithstanding the issuance of any patent, and, including rights-of-way running through the reservation, (b) all dependent Indian communities within the borders of the United States whether within the original or subsequently acquired territory thereof, and whether within or without the limits of a state, and (c) all Indian allotments, the Indian titles to which have not been extinguished, including rights-of-way running through the same."

Id. (quoting 18 U.S.C. § 1151 (2000)).
beginning as early as 1854 and continuing up to the present time, the legislative and executive branches of the Government have regarded and treated the Pueblos of New Mexico as dependent communities entitled to its aid and protection, like other Indian tribes, and this assertion of guardianship over them cannot be said to be arbitrary but must be regarded as both authorized and controlling.\(^2\)

The New Mexico Supreme Court then looked to the more recent U.S. Supreme Court case *Alaska v. Native Village of Venetie*\(^2\) to further explore the term dependent Indian community as used in section 1151(b).\(^2\) Noting that the New Mexico Supreme Court previously relied on *Venetie* in *State v. Frank*,\(^3\) the *Romero* court laid out the two-pronged *Venetie* test, which states that the term

"[dependent Indian community] refers to a limited category of Indian lands that are neither reservations nor allotments, and that satisfy two requirements—first, they must have been set aside by the Federal Government for the use of the Indians as Indian land; second, they must be under federal superintendence."\(^2)\)

In *Venetie*, Justice Thomas described dependent Indian communities as "a limited category of Indian lands that are neither reservations nor allotments," thereby defining mutually exclusive categories of reservations under section 1151(a) and dependent Indian communities under section 1151(b).\(^2)\) Nevertheless, the *Romero* majority stated that, although such a distinction "may be perfectly apt when construing the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act as in *Venetie*," it is not as appropriate when "considering the unique circumstances of New Mexico's pueblos."\(^2)\)

The court then proceeded with its *Venetie* analysis.

The first prong of *Venetie* requires that the land in question be "set aside by the Federal Government for the use of the Indians as Indian land."\(^2)\) The court first defined the unit of land to which it would apply the *Venetie* "set-aside" analysis.\(^2)\) Although the State argued that the court should have examined the individual parcels of private land in question, the court agreed with the defendants that all of the land within the boundaries of a Pueblo must be "considered as a whole" when determining whether the lands meet the federal "set-aside" standard.\(^2)\) The court then pointed out that even the individual parcels of land in question "have been

---
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previously recognized as set aside by the federal government for the use of the Indians as Indian land.\textsuperscript{240}

In analyzing the land within the outer Pueblo boundaries as a whole, the court looked to the New Mexico Enabling Act\textsuperscript{241} as evidence that Congress had established that the Pueblo lands were Indian country.\textsuperscript{242} The court also acknowledged its deference to the findings of fact by the district courts and an "established historical record regarding governmental protection from the time of the Spanish conquistadores through the Pueblo Lands Act of 1924" when it held that the "set-aside" prong of itsVenetie analysis was fulfilled.\textsuperscript{243}

The court then moved on to hold that the second prong of Venetie was satisfied because the land in question was the Pueblo as a whole, and because the Pueblos have long been under federal superintendence.\textsuperscript{244} Furthermore, the court pointed out that this holding promotes policy concerns against checkerboarding,\textsuperscript{245} which is the same concern that formed part of the legislative intent behind section 1151.\textsuperscript{246} The court acknowledged that Mr. Gutierrez established evidence at trial that led the district judge to adopt a finding of fact, given deference by the New Mexico Supreme Court, that the Pueblo of Pojoaque was under federal superintendence.\textsuperscript{247}

Although Mr. Romero did not establish a similar record at the trial level because he did not argue section 1151(b) until his appeal, the court refrained from remanding his case for fact-finding on this particular issue, stating that it found "no reason to question that Taos Pueblo is different than Pojoaque Pueblo in regard to federal superintendence."\textsuperscript{248} Instead of remanding, the court determined that the second prong of the Venetie test was met in both cases.\textsuperscript{249} Furthermore, the court stated that district courts may presume that Pueblos are always under federal superintendence, and that "[f]urther fact finding is only necessary in the event that the State makes a persuasive showing that circumstances regarding federal superintendence have changed in a significant way."\textsuperscript{250}

2. Pueblos and Reservations Are Jurisdictionally Synonymous

Although the court pointed to the silence of section 1151(b) regarding the treatment of non-Indian fee land, it read subsections (a) and (b) together and concluded that "a pueblo satisfying § 1151(b) is sufficiently similar to a reservation in § 1151(a) to merit identical treatment for the purposes of criminal jurisdiction."\textsuperscript{251}
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First, the court looked to the wording in various congressional acts, citing specific instances when Congress conflated the terms “Pueblo” and “reservation” or used them interchangeably or in combination. The court also pointed to several legislative enactments concerning Indian country that apply to the Pueblos despite not mentioning them explicitly.

Next, the court cited precedent from both federal and New Mexico courts that construed the term “reservation” broadly. Specifically, the court looked to United States v. McGowan, in which the U.S. Supreme Court looked beyond the semantic differences between the terms “reservation” and “colony” to examine instead the “protections afforded by the Federal government.” The Romero court also cited Blatchford v. Gonzales, in which the New Mexico Supreme Court stated that “Indian reservations and dependent Indian communities are not two distinct definitions of place, but definitions which largely overlap.”

Finally, the court examined the New Mexico Court of Appeals case State v. Ortiz, which is factually similar to Romero because it involved an alleged major crime occurring within a non-Indian town site that was also located within the boundaries of a Pueblo. In Ortiz, the court of appeals held that the State lacked jurisdiction to prosecute the alleged crime because it occurred in Indian country. The Romero court pointed to specific language in Ortiz, which stated that “land within the exterior boundaries of a Pueblo is indistinguishable from land lying within the exterior boundaries of an Indian reservation.” Finding that the terms “Pueblo” and “reservation” and sections 1151(a) and 1151(b) are of an “overlapping nature,” the Romero court held that “fee land within a § 1151(b) dependent Indian community is Indian country just like the fee land within a § 1151(a) reservation.”
B. Congressional Intent to Extinguish Indian Country Status

Having found that the lands in question were Indian country for purposes of jurisdiction under section 1151, the court then analyzed whether the U.S. Congress had extinguished its Indian country status. The court began by analogizing the facts of the case before it to Seymour v. Superintendent, a U.S. Supreme Court case holding that Washington State had no jurisdiction to prosecute an Indian charged with a crime occurring within Indian country on fee land in a town that was within reservation boundaries. The Romero court followed the U.S. Supreme Court's analysis and rejected the State's arguments that Indian country status is extinguished by alienation of land to non-Indians or by the establishment of a non-Indian town within the reservation.

The court in Romero then examined whether the Pueblo Lands Act extinguished the Indian country status of the lands in question. To begin, the court defined a standard requiring that the congressional action "provide substantial and compelling evidence of congressional intention to diminish Indian lands" and looked primarily to the explicit language of the Act. Although it acknowledged that the Pueblo Lands Act allows for the extinguishment of Indian title to lands originally held by the Pueblos, the court found no explicit mention of a change in Indian country status or jurisdiction for the lands in question. Finding no "substantial and compelling evidence," the court dispatched the "State's overly-broad interpretation that the Pueblo Lands Act extinguishes Indian country status merely by allowing non-Indians to have fee title to certain parcels." Because the lands at issue were held to be Indian country and because Congress had not extinguished its status as such, the court concluded that the State lacked jurisdiction.
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over the cases of Mr. Romero and Mr. Gutierrez. The court disposed of the legal issues before it, but its analysis deserves further scrutiny.

V. ANALYSIS

The Romero court arrived at a decision that affirms the Pueblo’s inherent sovereignty, yet has implications on civil jurisdiction in Pueblo Indian country. Before exploring these implications, however, it is helpful to examine the way in which the court arrived at its holding. First this Note examines the court’s analysis under Venetie, concluding that such analysis may not be necessary and has problematic consequences. Next, the Note continues by examining the court’s use of the terms “Pueblo” and “reservation” in its analysis.

A. Venetie Analysis, Troublesome Dicta

The Romero court dedicated a great deal of space in its opinion to the two-pronged Venetie analysis, but, as argued by the special concurrence authored by Justice Chávez, the majority may not have needed to go so far to decide the case. The majority opinion admits that in Venetie, “[t]o determine if the land was Indian country, the Court construed the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act, 43 U.S.C. § 1601 (1971), which has no bearing on the land ownership system for New Mexico pueblos.” Nevertheless, by applying its analysis under Venetie, the majority refused to distinguish the history and legal status of the Pueblo land grants from those at issue in Venetie.

The majority could have taken the more straightforward approach suggested by the special concurrence. Under this analysis, the U.S. Supreme Court’s recognition of the Pueblos’ status as dependent Indian communities in Sandoval is enough to establish that the land in question is Indian country. Further analysis of the Indian country status of the land would then be unnecessary because in Romero the alleged crimes occurred within the original Pueblo boundaries, and “[P]ueblos
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276. Id. ¶ 29-30, 142 P.3d at 897 (Chávez, J., specially concurring). But see United States v. Arrieta, 436 F.3d 1246 (10th Cir. 2006), cert denied, 126 S. Ct. 2368 (2006). In Arrieta, the Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals engaged in a Venetie analysis and held that “all lands within the exterior boundaries of a Pueblo land grant, to which the Pueblo hold title, are Indian country within the meaning of 18 U.S.C. § 1151.” Id. at 1250–51 (emphasis added). The Arrieta court, however, did not address lands within Pueblo land grants that are held in fee simple by non-Indians.
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have already been recognized as Indian country." The two-pronged Venetie analysis should only apply if the alleged crimes in question were committed on land not previously recognized as Indian country, or land that presents a problematic classification as Indian country. Indeed, the Venetie court itself recognized that the Pueblos are dependent Indian communities and that Congress "could exercise jurisdiction over the Pueblo lands, under its general power over all dependent Indian communities within its borders, whether within its original territory or territory subsequently acquired." 

Furthermore, the majority’s analysis under Venetie results in problematic dicta because of its potential for causing procedural delays in criminal prosecution. In holding that the “set-aside” prong of the Venetie test is satisfied in part by factual findings by the trial court, the majority implied that fact-finding may be necessary to find the existence of a dependent Indian community. Although the majority later stated that “pueblos are subject to federal superintendence, and a district court may so presume,” it goes on to suggest that “[f]urther fact finding is only necessary in the event that the State makes a persuasive showing that circumstances regarding federal superintendence have changed in a significant way.” These references to factual findings with regard to the status of Pueblo lands as Indian country are unnecessary, however, because the U.S. Supreme Court has explicitly held that the Pueblos are to be considered as dependent Indian communities. Furthermore, fact-finding on such a jurisdictional matter would be conducted by a trial court at the outset of a proceeding, causing unneeded delay.

Such a delay and a court’s disregard of clear holdings by the U.S. Supreme Court could be avoided by refraining from applying the Venetie two-pronged analysis to the Pueblo land grants. Instead, a court would need only look at “a) whether the alleged crime was committed within the exterior boundaries of a pueblo, and b) whether the accused is an Indian within the meaning of the Major Crimes Act, 18 U.S.C. § 1153.” Because both of these elements were satisfied in Romero, it should have been clear that state courts have no criminal jurisdiction over the petitioners.
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B. Pueblo, Reservation, or Both?

The majority's analysis is also problematic because it gives insufficient consideration to the fact that the Pueblos hold their land grants in fee simple under federal superintendence as a dependent Indian community. Although Pueblos may also hold reservation lands, the Pueblo land grants are not reservations and are therefore not subject to unilateral or uncompensated diminishment or extinguishment by the United States. The special concurrence points out that "[t]his is one of the unique, historical, and still significant differences between the pueblo lands and the reservations of other Indian tribes." If Congress were to choose to reduce Pueblo fee land holdings, it would commit a taking of private fee simple property, subject to the Takings Clause of the Fifth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution. In contrast, the United States can unilaterally extinguish Indian title to reservation land because the federal government holds fee title to such land in trust for the tribe.

The court seemed persuaded by the argument of the brief of amici curiae submitted by the American Indian Law Center, Inc., and the University of New Mexico Native American Law Students Association that "Pueblos Are Reservations for Purposes of Criminal Jurisdiction Under 18 U.S.C. § 1151(a)." However, the court did not go as far as the amici curiae urged and state that Pueblos are equivalent to reservations, but instead stated in dicta that "a pueblo satisfying § 1151(b) is sufficiently similar to a reservation in § 1151(a) to merit identical treatment for the purposes of criminal jurisdiction." This statement is in direct contradiction with Justice Thomas's opinion in Venetie, which was quoted by the majority, that "we now hold that [dependent Indian community] refers to a limited category of Indian lands that are neither reservations nor allotments." Recognizing that Justice Thomas "seemed to indicate that a particular piece of Indian country could not be both a reservation...and a dependent Indian community," the majority nevertheless stated that such a distinction was not as helpful to New Mexico courts when analyzing the Indian country status of the Pueblos as it was to the U.S. Supreme Court when analyzing Alaskan native settlements.

The Romero court's analysis under Venetie and its conflation of the terms "Pueblo" and "reservation" are two problematic aspects of its opinion. In addition,
there are other implications of the court’s opinion that impact the Pueblos, surrounding communities, and legal practitioners in Pueblo Indian country.

VI. IMPLICATIONS

The *Romero* opinion has two important implications. While one implication adds a layer of complexity to an already multifaceted area of the law, the other reaffirms longstanding law and policy. The former is the impact of the *Romero* decision on civil jurisdiction in New Mexico Indian country; the latter is the affirmation of inherent Pueblo sovereignty expressed by the opinion. This Note discusses each in turn.

A. Civil Jurisdiction in Indian Country

Although Congress’s recent amendment of the Pueblo Lands Act demystifies the jurisdictional status of lands in and around Pueblo Indian country for purposes of criminal jurisdiction, it does not address civil jurisdiction. In New Mexico, *Romero* will be the controlling precedent for determining which sovereign has jurisdiction to adjudicate civil matters that arise within Pueblo land grants. Now that the New Mexico Supreme Court has held that all land within the Pueblo land grants is Indian country, New Mexico courts are bound to that determination when deciding whether they have jurisdiction over a civil claim arising on that land.

Once litigants establish that the cause of action arose in Indian country, trial courts will still need to consider who the parties are and which, if any, are Indians. If a court determines that the plaintiff and defendant are both Indians, then tribal courts have exclusive jurisdiction. When both parties are non-Indians, jurisdiction will typically default to the state, but may fall under exclusive tribal jurisdiction if the subject matter has a direct impact on tribal concerns. If the plaintiff is a non-Indian and the defendant is an Indian, then the tribe has exclusive jurisdiction. If the plaintiff is an Indian and the defendant is a non-Indian, then the jurisdictional outcome depends on whether the action arises on Indian-held land or on non-Indian fee land. If the action arose on Indian-held land, then the tribal court will have jurisdiction if their law so allows, with a possibility of concurrent jurisdiction with the State. If the action arose on non-Indian fee land, then the State has jurisdiction, which is subject to the possibility of tribal jurisdiction if the case involves certain important interests of the tribe. In addition, federal courts may have concurrent jurisdiction if there is diversity of citizenship or if the case involves a federal question.

These jurisdictional considerations may also play out differently based on the substantive law of the cause of action at bar, such as whether the case involves the
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law of contract or tort. Although many contracts may include a forum selection clause mandating the parties’ choice of forum for resolution of disputes as well as a choice of which substantive law to apply, these provisions will be unenforceable if the forum chosen would not have jurisdiction without the clause.311 As a result, a poorly drafted forum selection clause may prohibit jurisdiction in the only forum that would otherwise be available, leaving the parties with “no forum having jurisdiction to decide disputes under the contract.”312 Furthermore, although the Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit upheld a forum selection clause precluding tribal jurisdiction in Altheimer & Gray v. Sioux Manufacturing Corp.,313 the tribal exhaustion principle may dictate that the first determination of tribal court jurisdiction take place in tribal court.314

Unlike contract actions, in which the parties may select ahead of time their forum for resolution of disputes, tort actions arise without planning for such eventualities.315 Romero becomes important in tort actions occurring within the Pueblo land grant boundaries when one or both of the parties is Indian. For example, what would happen if a tort action were brought by a non-Indian New Mexico citizen against a Pueblo member for damages arising from an incident in the Town of Taos within the Taos Pueblo land grant? Federal jurisdiction is most likely precluded because there is no federal question involved with a common-law tort and diversity of citizenship is not satisfied.316 State jurisdiction would likely be precluded by the U.S. Supreme Court case of Williams v. Lee,317 which held that “the exercise of state jurisdiction [in cases such as this] would undermine the authority of the tribal courts over [Indian] affairs and hence would infringe the right of the Indians to govern themselves.”318 Therefore, exclusive jurisdiction would almost certainly reside in the tribal courts.319

This development will increase tribal court dockets and possibly provide them with jurisdiction over a greater variety of matters. Nevertheless, some non-Indians may not be optimistic about the prospect of having to take their claim to an unfamiliar tribal court.320 Many tribal courts, however, are sophisticated judicial
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institutions with formalized rules and procedures similar to state and federal courts.\footnote{321}

For example, the Pueblo of Pojoaque Tribal Court operates pursuant to a Tribal Constitution,\footnote{322} allows for appeals,\footnote{323} and offers alternative dispute resolution in the form of mediation, settlement facilitation, and traditional methods.\footnote{324} In addition, the tribal judges and prosecutors in the Pueblo of Pojoaque Tribal Court are attorneys licensed by the State Bar of New Mexico.\footnote{325} Both English and Spanish may be used in Pojoaque tribal court, and interpreters are available.\footnote{326} Tribal rules of civil procedure, criminal procedure, appellate procedure, and evidence have been compiled and published and are available to practitioners, as is the substantive law compiled in the tribal code, including provisions governing family law, juvenile justice, housing and land use, commercial transactions, torts, criminal law, and environmental law.\footnote{327} Jury trials are available and hearings are recorded and transcribed.\footnote{328} As a result, a non-Indian appearing in a tribal court such as that of the Pueblo of Pojoaque would have many of the same protections and opportunities as a citizen of one state being summoned by the court of another state.\footnote{329}

B. Affirmation of Inherent Pueblo Sovereignty

In \textit{Romero}, the New Mexico Supreme Court echoed the U.S. Congress in recognizing the inherent sovereignty of the Pueblos. Congress included specific language in its amendment of the Pueblo Lands Act that reads, “The Pueblo has jurisdiction, as an act of the Pueblos’ inherent power as an Indian tribe, over any offense committed by a member of the Pueblo or an Indian.”\footnote{330} This congressional enactment confirms that tribal jurisdiction is not federal jurisdiction delegated to the tribes, but instead is an element of the intrinsic sovereign powers that tribes have possessed since their origins.

In light of the contentious nature of the inherent sovereignty/delegation debate, Pueblo leaders were understandably concerned by earlier versions of the congressional amendment to the Pueblo Lands Act that specifically addressed jurisdiction in Pueblo Indian country without any discussion of the source of such jurisdiction.\footnote{331} This concern was magnified by the recent discourse on inherent tribal sovereignty between the U.S. Supreme Court and the U.S. Congress:\footnote{332} the Court’s
decision in Duro v. Reina;\textsuperscript{333} the congressional amendment of the Indian Civil Rights Act of 1968,\textsuperscript{334} which essentially overturned the Duro decision; and the Court upholding Congress’s power to enact the ICRA amendment in United States v. Lara.\textsuperscript{335}

Putting at ease the concerns of Pueblo leaders, New Mexico’s delegation to the U.S. Congress united in passing the Pueblo Lands Act amendment with language that specifically and unequivocally affirms the Pueblos’ inherent sovereignty as the root of their jurisdictional powers.\textsuperscript{336} The delegation was successful, and the finalized text of the amendment is a powerful confirmation that Congress recognizes and respects the inherent sovereignty of the Pueblos.\textsuperscript{337}

Early in its opinion, the Romero court recognized the congressional intent behind the Pueblo Lands Act amendment.\textsuperscript{338} This recognition undoubtedly aided the court in its resolution of this matter, and Justice Serna crafted an opinion that reaffirms New Mexico’s recognition of the Pueblos’ sovereign status.

VII. CONCLUSION

In Romero, the New Mexico Supreme Court rendered a decision that is consistent with the federal recognition of inherent tribal sovereignty expressed in the Duro-fix, Lara, and the Pueblo Lands Act amendment. Unfortunately, the majority’s analysis opens troublesome doors to undermine this recognition of the sovereignty of the New Mexico Pueblos through its analysis of the Pueblos under Venetie. Furthermore, the court’s blurred distinctions between Pueblos and reservations, although not material to the outcome of this case, could prove problematic in cases regarding rights to and arising from land, particularly when the status of the land is a pivotal issue.\textsuperscript{339}

Future cases will define the contours of civil jurisdiction in Pueblo Indian country with Romero adding complexity to a legal landscape already difficult to navigate. The unanswered questions created by Romero will undoubtedly be litigated in cases that will be watched closely and cautiously by the communities that have existed in New Mexico for generations.
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